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Abstract 
As stated by Jacques Hadmard in 'science and hypothesis', mathematical creation and 
mathematical intelligence are not without connection with creation in general and 
with general intelligence. A great proportion of prominent mathematicians have been 
creators in other fields. One of the greatest, Gauss, carried out important and classical 
experiments on magnetism; and Newton's fundamental discoveries in optics are well 
known. And Leibniz influenced by their mathematical abilities on philosophical ones. 
The research proposals we propose here, are motivated by our background and 
previous research, and are supposed to indicate my general directions in forthcoming 
research. Following Poincare, each research subject is formed by an attempt to link 
two fields in sciences, in order to contribute to at least one of the two. In this proposal, 
always the mathematical part is the part which takes the benefit. We will try to 
explain an abstract for each problem and give motivations for importance of the 
corresponding research direction together with a prediction of expected progress. We 
hope that the expository style of this proposal does not hurt the scientific value of its 
predictions. This proposal is addressed to experts in mathematical modeling applied 
to medicine. 

1. A Novel Mathematical Based Software for 

Modeling the Left Ventricular Myocardium 

Purpose: Currently, an echocardiogram presents the left ventricle (LV) of the heart 
based on images obtained from ultrasound methods. Utilizing mathematical 
equations, specific echocardiographic data may provide more detailed, valuable and 
practical information for physicians. In our project using appropriate mathematically 
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based software, we have attempted to create a 
software capable of demonstrating LV model in normal 
hearts. 

Methods: Echocardiography was performed on 70 
healthy volunteers. Data evaluated included: velocity 
(radial, longitudinal, rotational and vector point), 
displacement (longitudinal and rotational), strain rate 
(longitudinal and circumferential) and strain (radial, 
longitudinal and circumferential) of all 16 LV myocardial 
segments. Using these data, force vectors of myocardi
samples were estimated by MATLAB and LSDYNA 
softwares. Dynamic orientation contraction (through the 
cardiac cycle) of every individual myocardial fiber could be 
created by adding together the sequential steps of the 
multiple fragmented sectors of that fiber. 

Figure 1. Myofibers of left ventricular wall thickening and tangential
modeling of the left ventricle related to myocardial fiber paths in MATLAB software (B).

Mathematical formulations and blood
We model the blood flow curves inside the left ventricle 

by studying the flow of the blood curves near 
echocardiography samples i.e. the basal
Anterior and the basal, mid and apical Inferior and the 
basal , mid and apical Lateral and the basal, mid and apical 
Septum. these samples as the material elastic points in the 
myocardium of the left ventricle induce mechanical 
parameters to the blood of viscosity µ, 
them at this research and calculate them numericall
then apply then in Navier-Stocks equations to model the 
blood flow curve regionally and globally inside the left 
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attempted to create a novel 
software capable of demonstrating LV model in normal 

Methods: Echocardiography was performed on 70 
healthy volunteers. Data evaluated included: velocity 

al, rotational and vector point), 
displacement (longitudinal and rotational), strain rate 
(longitudinal and circumferential) and strain (radial, 
longitudinal and circumferential) of all 16 LV myocardial 
segments. Using these data, force vectors of myocardial 
samples were estimated by MATLAB and LSDYNA 
softwares. Dynamic orientation contraction (through the 
cardiac cycle) of every individual myocardial fiber could be 
created by adding together the sequential steps of the 

iber.  

This way we attempted to mechanically illustrate the 
global LV model.  

Results: LV Myocardial modeling of the heart: Our study 
shows that in normal cases myocardial fibers initiate from 
the posterior-basal region of the heart, continues through 
the LV free wall, reaches the septum, loops around the apex, 
ascends, and ends at the superior

Conclusion: We were able to define the whole LV 
myocardial model mathematically based on 
echocardiography, by MATLAB software and LSDYNA 
software in normal subjects. This will enable physicians to 
diagnose and follow-up many cardiac diseases when this 
software is interfaced within 
(Figure 1)[1-12]. 

Myofibers of left ventricular wall thickening and tangential shortening near myocardial septum in MATLAB software (A).Mathematical 
modeling of the left ventricle related to myocardial fiber paths in MATLAB software (B). 

Figure 2. The rout of a fiber in the left ventricle. 

Mathematical formulations and blood-wall interactions: 
We model the blood flow curves inside the left ventricle 

by studying the flow of the blood curves near 
iography samples i.e. the basal, mid and apical 

Anterior and the basal, mid and apical Inferior and the 
eral and the basal, mid and apical 

Septum. these samples as the material elastic points in the 
myocardium of the left ventricle induce mechanical 

µ, where we formulate 
and calculate them numerically and 

Stocks equations to model the 
blood flow curve regionally and globally inside the left 

ventricle. we have given geometrical modeling of the basal, 
mid and apical Anterior at the Mathlab software by the 
following way: be strain components re by the following 
way: for the mid and apical Anterior d.
where have been named e let 
strain components of the basal Anterior
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This way we attempted to mechanically illustrate the 

Results: LV Myocardial modeling of the heart: Our study 
shows that in normal cases myocardial fibers initiate from 

basal region of the heart, continues through 
LV free wall, reaches the septum, loops around the apex, 

ascends, and ends at the superior-anterior edge of LV. 
Conclusion: We were able to define the whole LV 

myocardial model mathematically based on 
echocardiography, by MATLAB software and LSDYNA 

e in normal subjects. This will enable physicians to 
up many cardiac diseases when this 

software is interfaced within echocardiographic machines 
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In fact ����  is that myofiber band in the myocardium 
where have been shown at Figure 2, And Q's (fiber's 
algebraic equation) at Figure 2 have the following algebraic 
equations: 

#���: %��� � &'��� ′�(,�)*,�
� +	. -.

+	&'��� ′�(,�)*,�
� + . ..

+ &'��� ′�(,�)*,�
� + . 0. 

Where �* 	�!��� are points belong to ���� ⋂Ο���	 and if  ��� = (-,��, .,��, 0,��)as the Cartesian coordinate then: 

%��� =	&'��� ′�(,�)*,�
� +	. -,��.

+	&'��� ′�(,�)*,�
� + . .,��.

+ &'��� ′�(,�)*,�
� + . 0,��.  

We consider the surface: 

5���6(-, . , 0)7
= 	&'���8�(,�)*,�

� +	 . -.

+	&'���8�(,�)*,�
� + . ..

+ &'���8�(,�)*,�
� + . 0. − %��� 

In the region Ο���	 , let :-,���( )	, :.,���( )	�!�	:0,���( ) are parametrized forms 
of the projections of the surface 5��� on xy-axis , xz-axis 
and yz-axis: 

:-,���( ) =
; , ((%�<= − ;∑ ���′�@,��@,� � A  2)/ ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A)1

2A ; 

:.,���( ) = ; , ((%��� − ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A  .)/@,��		′�@,��� )12; 

:0,���( ) = ; , ((%��� − ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A  .)/ ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A)EFA ; 
Now we set the following formulas: 

G-,���( ) = 	:-,���( )8 /H:-,���( )8H ; �-,��� =	I :-,���(J)8KKL �J ; 

M-,���( ). N-,���( ) = OPE,Q��OR  ; 

M-,���( ) = ((%��� − ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A  .)/ ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A)EF)" − 0/�-,���′0; 

�-,���( ) = �-,���"	.		G-,���( ) + 	M-,���( ). N-,���( ) ; G.,���( ) = 	:.,���( )8 /H:.,���( )8H ; 
�.,��� =	I :.,���(J)8KKL �J ; 

M.,���( ). N.,���( ) = OPF,Q��OR  ; 

M.,���( ) = ((%��� − ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A  .)/ ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A)EF)" − 0/�.,���′0 ; 

�.,���( ) = �.,���"	.		G.,���( ) +	M.,���( ). N.,���( ) ; G0,���( ) = 	:0,���( )8 /H:0,���( )8H ; 
�0,��� =	I :0,���(J)8KKL �J ; 

M0,���( ). N0,���( ) = OPU,Q��OR  ; 

M0,���( ) = ((%��� − ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A  .)/ ;∑ ���8�(,�)*,� � A)EF)" − 0/�0,���′0; �0,���( ) = �0,���"	.		G0,���( ) +	M0,���( ). N0,���( ) ; 
If (V-, V., V0,  ) be the coordinate system of the red blood 

cell in a neighborhood Ο���	 of the basal Anterior and W(V-, V. , V0,  ) 	= W∗(V-,  ). W∗(V.,  ). W∗(V0,  )  where  W∗�� ℎ�����	YJ!	 ��! . And Z-,���	, Z.,���	�!�	Z0,��� be 
the graphs of :-,���( )	, :.,���( )	�!�	:0,���( )  
respectively, then the mechanical parameters of the red 
blood cells (RBC) in the region  Ο���	are realized by the 
following formulas: 

[-,���( ) = 	I G-,���( )	⨂]E,Q�� W(V-, V., V0,  )�  ; 
!-,���( ) = 	I N-,���( )]E,Q�� ⨂W(V-, V., V0,  )�  ; 
�-.���^_] (t) = I �-,���( )⨂W(V-, V., V0,  )� ]E,Q��  ; 

[.,���( ) = 	I G.,���( )	⨂]F,Q�� W(V-, V., V0,  )�  ; 
!.,���( ) = 	I N.,���( )]F,Q�� ⨂W(V-, V., V0,  )�  ; 
�..���^_] (t) = I �-,���( )⨂ W(V-, V., V0,  )� ]F,Q��  ; 

[0,���( ) = 	I G0,���( )	⨂]U,Q�� W(V-, V., V0,  )�  ; 
!0,���( ) = 	I N0,���( )]E,Q�� ⨂W(V-, V., V0,  )�  ; 
�0.���^_] (t) = I �-,���( )⨂ W(V-, V., V0,  )� ]U,Q��  ; 

In fact these formulas give an analytical solution of the 
Navier-Stocks equations in the region Ο���	 of the basal 
Anterior. Almost, the same argument is for the other 
echocardiographic segments [12]. 

2. A Novel Mathematical Based 

Software to Demonstrate Flow 

Direction and Curves Inside the 

Left Ventricular Myocardium 

Purpose: Demonstration of blood flow direction inside 
cardiac chambers can provide valuable information in 
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normal subjects and pathologic cardiac processes. In our 
center we have already created a software able to generate 
the left ventricle (LV) model, the most important chamber 
of the heart. In this project we have attempted to define 
blood flow pattern in LV. 

Methods: The study was conducted on 70 healthy 
volunteers in whom their LV models were already 
determined, based on their echocardiograpic data. This 
information along with blood flow parameters including: 
local interacted force with the myocardial segments, 
velocity vectors (local radial, local longitudinal and local 
circumferential), local relative strength of blood with the 16 
myocardial segments (radial, longitudinal and 
circumferential) and curvature index were defined and used 
as input into algorithm to solve the partial deferential 
Navier-Stocks equations. For all calculations average mean 
± standard deviation was used. 

Results: In the LV blood flows through the mitral valve, 
hits the lateral LV free wall, turbulences clockwise at the 
apex of the heart, hits the septal wall and flows towards the 
aortic valve. 

Conclusion: For the first time we have innovated a novel 
software that shows complete blood flow path inside the LV. 
Detailed information can be obtained about heart function 
by interfacing the related software within the 
echocardiograph machine. This innovation also opens doors 
to much more research in the heart chambers in normal and 
diseased hearts (Figure 3). [13-17]. 

3. Impact of Prosthetic Mitral Valve 

Direction on Blood Flow Path 

Inside the left Ventricle 

Purpose: The ideal prosthetic mitral valve (PMV) 
replacement should restore near normal hemodynamics, 
and offer the best chance for regression or remodeling from 
the effects of the primary mitral valve disease. We present 
our result of the evaluation of blood flow curves inside the 
left ventricle (LV). 

Method: The direction of blood flow inside the LV 
starting with the mitral valve and ending up to the aortic 
valve was determined by sophisticated 
mathematical/physical models: modeling of LV, then using 
fluid mechanical (Navier-Stocks) equations through 
spectral theory. The study included 3 groups of patients. 
First: 70 healthy volunteers. Second: 10 patients with PMV 
replacement with the direction of the leaflets positioned as 
the direction of native mitral leaflets (anatomic PMV). 
Third: 10 patients with their PMV perpendicular to the 
direction of native mitral valves (anti-anatomic PMV).  

Result: As demonstrated in the diagram flow direction 
inside the LV is completely different from each other when 
the two perpendicular valve directions are chosen as much 
as when compared with the normal heart. In a normal LV 
Initial pressure force is impacted on the free wall in the 
contrary to when an anatomically directed PMV is 

performed with initial pressure impacted to LV inter-
septum. When the PMV is directed in an anti-anatomic 
position the initial pressure is divided to both septum and 
LV free wall. 

 

Figure 3. In the late filling phase that was characterized by an 
irrotational flow obscuring the vortex. This was followed by in the early 
isovolumic contraction (IVC) period (A), the vortex was relocated in the 
proximity of the anterior mitral leaflet in the LVOT region (B). During the 
late IVC period, the vortex persisted in the left ventricular outflow tract 
region and directed flow towards aortic valve. 

Conclusion: This study demonstrates that different flow 
directions are resulted when different directions of the 
prosthetic valve are chosen. The impact of these distinct 
directions of blood flow along with different pressure 
forces applied to different areas of the LV may be a strong 
contributing factor to unwanted remodeling of the heart, 
which requires further long term studies (Figure 4) [18-20]. 

4. Achievability of the Assessment 

of the Mitral Valve Leaflets by 

Mathematical Equations of 

Inelasticity based on 

Echocardiography 

Purpose: The mechanics of the mitral valve (MV) leaflet 
as a nonlinear, inelastic and anisotropic soft tissue results 
from an integrated response of many mathematical/physical 
indicators that illustrate the tissue. It is essential to calculate 
velocity, displacement, strain rate and strain at a component 
level that is to work at the cellular level. In this study we 
developed the first three dimensional displacement vectors 
field in the characterization of mitral valve leaflets (MVLs) 
in continuum equations of inelasticity framework based on 
echocardiography. 
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Method: Echocardiography imaging of the MV motion 
during the cardiac cycle in transthoracic echocardiogram 
(TTE) planes and multiplane
echocardiography (TEE) in the lower esophageal views at 
0,10,15,30, 45-60, 75, 80, 90, 110-125 and 135 degrees, 
were prospectively acquired in 200 patients at 65 time
frames from diastole to systole (early diastole, mid diastole, 
atrial systole, late diastole, end systole). In each plane and 
for each frame during cardiac cycle, MV annulus and 
leaflets, and bases, middles and tips of anterior mitral valve 
leaflet (AML) and posterior mitral valve leaflet (PML), 

Figure 4. Impact of prosthetic mitral valve direction on blood flow path inside the left ventricle.

Result: Preliminary results concerning a different aspect 
of MVLs biomechanics, such as leaflets dynamics, 
displacements, velocities, strain rates and strains of points 
on leaflets, were in good agreement within
echocardiographic observations (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Parameters used to define the geometry of Mitral valve. B) The 
numerical calculation of geometric parameters of a m
MATLAB software. 

Conclusion: Quantitative information on MVLs and 
dynamics can be extracted from equations of inelasticity, 
when performed in multiple TTE and TEE planes. These 
data potentially allow the implementation of an image
based approach for patient-specific modeling of MVLs. 
This approach could overcome the limitations of previously 
proposed models and give new insight into the complex 
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Method: Echocardiography imaging of the MV motion 
during the cardiac cycle in transthoracic echocardiogram 

multiplane transesophageal 
echocardiography (TEE) in the lower esophageal views at 

125 and 135 degrees, 
were prospectively acquired in 200 patients at 65 time-
frames from diastole to systole (early diastole, mid diastole, 
atrial systole, late diastole, end systole). In each plane and 
for each frame during cardiac cycle, MV annulus and 
leaflets, and bases, middles and tips of anterior mitral valve 
leaflet (AML) and posterior mitral valve leaflet (PML), 

were manually identified using MATLAB software. Then, 
3-D MV annulus geometry, leaflets' measurements, AML
and PML positions were automat
frame, and used as input to displacement vectors modeling 
of MVLs. By solving mathematical equation
properties of leaflets, each plane was replaced with 60 
vectors of displacement and ultimately MVLs were realized 
by 1125 vectors of displacements where demonstrate 
translations, rotations and pure strains of bases, middles 
and tips of AML and PML per cardiac cycle.

mpact of prosthetic mitral valve direction on blood flow path inside the left ventricle.

Result: Preliminary results concerning a different aspect 
of MVLs biomechanics, such as leaflets dynamics, 

cities, strain rates and strains of points 
on leaflets, were in good agreement within 

ervations (Figure 5). 

 

Parameters used to define the geometry of Mitral valve. B) The 
numerical calculation of geometric parameters of a mitral valve in 

Conclusion: Quantitative information on MVLs and 
dynamics can be extracted from equations of inelasticity, 
when performed in multiple TTE and TEE planes. These 
data potentially allow the implementation of an image-

specific modeling of MVLs. 
This approach could overcome the limitations of previously 
proposed models and give new insight into the complex 

MV function. This approach could constitute the basis for 
accurate evaluation of MV pathologic cond
the planning of surgical procedures [21]
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